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Another time, she took the staff out for burritos in East L. We have asked Kimi Yoshino and Julia Turner to
lead our sprint, and we need the entire newsroom, working together, to make this Job One. It has added more
than to the newsroom and still produces a quality product, as proven by a Pulitzer Prize for investigative
reporting this year. Kraft said via email that in June of , the Times had , digital-only subscribers. But Yoshino
surprised her. As of today, it has around ,, he said. Here is the memo Los Angeles Times staffers received on
Monday: Dear Colleagues, Today we are announcing a vital initiative to increase digital subscriptions to Los
Angeles Times content. This award is bestowed upon an individual who has championed the goals and craft of
journalism through actionable efforts or meritorious service. Those analytics and best practices will be shared
across the newsroom. The Guild's newsroom staffers are calling on the paper to drop the demand. We had
hoped to double digital subscriptions this year, to , The Times has falsely claimed that this is standard at other
papers. Chang said Yoshino fostered a well-rounded mix of consumer and financial stories, oversaw ambitious
investigations and stressed the importance of the digital product as much as the print section. The quality of
the journalism keeps getting stronger, and we expect this trend to continue as we begin the conversion sprint.
Doubling them again would get us close to covering editorial costs. He said he was attracted to working for
her because of how she listened to his story ideas. She would always make time. She was straight with them.
Performance for the first half of the year, however, has been disappointing. She gave editors underneath her
space, respecting their strengths and letting them feel a measure of control over their little corners. Petersburg
Times in to cover the energy beat. Her presence immediately settled the staff. Yoshino stood out this year
because of her management and calm demeanor in the face of adversity. This is an excellent example of how
bargaining power -- not copyright -- is the biggest factor in determining the fortunes of creative workers.
Stories that entertain and educate â€” recent reports about seahorses and endangered frogs come to mind â€”
also drive subscriptions. He credits Yoshino. At that time, the Times business desk had just lost some longtime
staffers due to a buyout. While we added 52, digital subscriptions, significant cancellations during the same
stretch left us with a net increase of only 13, So there will be ample opportunities for everyone in the
newsroom to offer ideas, suggestions and concerns about the strategy. The LA Times runs an annual, excellent
Festival of Books I'm a guest again this year where the kinds of books that LA Times staffers -- and other
newspaper writers -- have written for decades are rightfully celebrated. Digital subscriptions at the Los
Angeles Times are way below expectations, and leadership, in a memo to staff, said the future of the paper
could depend on solving the issue rapidly. We need to agree on projects requiring more attention and, equally
important, we need to determine what can be dropped. LA Times factcheckers and factcheckers from other
papers have researched and debunked this claim. Kraft explained in a phone call with Poynter that part of the
issue is the Times has spent much of the past rebuilding a lot of things since separating from the Tribune
company a year ago, as well as changing content management systems.


